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Come on out to the Lighthouse for Easter Services—we will serve 1 
breakfast at 9:30, and then, at 10 I'll preach an amazing message on 2 
the story Jesus said would be told—it's about Mary Magdalene, and 3 
the fact that Jesus chose her to be the first disciple to see Him after 4 
His resurrection. At 11, I'll preach what is certain to be the most 5 
unusual Easter message you've ever heard — The Political 6 
Significance of the Resurrection; this message will blow your mind! 7 
At 12 I'll preach a message titled What Is The Gospel of the 8 
KINGDOM — the Gospel of the Kingdom is the message of the 9 
Resurrected Christ through His churches today. You have never 10 
heard more relevant or important Easter messages. You are invited 11 
and all are welcome! Come on out to 1310 W. Betteravia Road, 12 
Santa Maria, call 1.805.714.0786 if you have any questions.  13 
Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 14 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 15 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 16 
Okay, I get it! It is becoming increasingly difficult to do what I call 17 
crises triage! It's hard to decide where to focus my 29 minute 18 
radio/podcast when so many important stories compete for my 19 
attention. For example, while the White House is fixated on 20 
stopping Trump from running for President (a very important 21 
concern to God fearing patriots), the Nimrodians are preparing to 22 
deliver the final blow to our economy that will take America out 23 
and open the way to globalization—you know, one world 24 
government, new world order stuff! (All very important issues!)  25 
"They" are pushing us toward a digital monetary system, which will 26 
put the government in complete control of our lives, destroying 27 
privacy completely, establishing universal surveillance, and 28 
bringing us under the total control of the totalitarian state. 29 
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To do this so "they" have to destroy the dollar—inflation is key to 30 
achieving that (Another important matter). Also, to make America 31 
energy dependent—Biden attacked our domestic oil production. So 32 
now we are vulnerable to Saudi Arabia and other oil producing 33 
countries giving them power to manipulate our economy by 34 
cutting their production, and driving countries away from America 35 
and into the hands of our enemies to get much needed oil; e.g., 36 
Japan will be buying their oil from Russia. 37 
All of this makes the US Dollar an insecure medium to hold value 38 
making it less attractive as the world's currency, the RESERVE 39 
CURRENCY — that is, the currency held by central banks and 40 
major financial institutions as a standard of value — so India 41 
announced it is ditching the US dollar. 42 
Other countries are moving in the same direction—this will hve 43 
the effect, nationally, of exacerbating the effects of inflation on the 44 
US Dollar pushing it toward collapse. 45 
Kenya president, not Obama, Obama was the Kenyan that became 46 
the US President—don't confuse them, anyway, the Kenyan 47 
President said Kenyans should get rid of their dollars and 48 
announced Kenya will buy their oil from Saudi Arabia. BRICS (an 49 
acronym identifying the five emerging industrial nations: Brazil, 50 
Russia, India, China, and South Africa) have joined forces to 51 
establish their own currency—ditching the US dollar; Egypt, 52 
Turkey, and Saudi Arabia have declared their intentions to join 53 
BRICS — let's see, that would be BRICSETS, with some slight 54 
manipulation, you could call this new alliance BRISCETS — a cut 55 
of meat taken from the chest of a cow — these BRISCETS cut from 56 
our chest in a double mastectomy on America (you'll have to think 57 
that one through) — And all of this while Biden, and his media are 58 
fiddling around trying to stop Trump from running for President 59 
— these fiddle while these globalist kindle Nero's fire. 60 
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And I will address this tomorrow during our Comfort & Counsel 61 
visit — but I'm going to talk to you right now about why the 62 
blessing of the kingdom is being taken from America. 63 
The blessing of the kingdom: What's that? Suffice it here to say 64 
God promised favored nation status to the nation that brings forth 65 
the fruit of the kingdom. GOD said, "Blessed is the nation whose 66 
God is the LORD; and the people whom He hath chosen for His 67 
own inheritance" (Psalm 33:12) — God promised such a nation 68 
that if they kept His commandments, "The LORD shall make thee 69 
the head, and not the tail; and thou shalt be above only, and thou 70 
shalt not be beneath…" (Deuteronomy 28:13). But, He warned, if 71 
that nation called by His name forsakes Him, and appoints leaders 72 
that hate Him, and lead the nation in defiance of nature and 73 
Nature's GOD, He will reverse this, and make that people a debtor 74 
nation, and set our enemies to be "the head, and thou shalt be the 75 
tail" (Deuteronomy 28:44). That's what you are watching happen 76 
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES. America, once the head of the 77 
nation, being reduced to become the TAIL! 78 
Understand that the "Holy nation" is made up of God's "chosen 79 
people" (read I Peter 2:9), and this judgment upon America is 80 
aimed at God's people — to wake them up! And, while America 81 
has many faults, chief among them is a weak, and pathetic church, 82 
which is both ignorant and afraid to assert it's divine power.  83 
Therefore, GOD has allowed us to come into the power of 84 
unreasonable and wicked rulers — or, in other words, we are losing 85 
our constitutionally guaranteed protections. 86 
America is under siege by a foreign power, and they took our 87 
nation from us—ultimately by stealing from us our right of 88 
consent—they have stolen our elections. 89 
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However, we have a window of opportunity, if only we will seize it. 90 
Therefore, I'm going to talk to you about that opportunity. So, let's 91 
get started! 92 
It's time for your Brain Massage®! 93 
[TRUTH] 94 
The revival Bible!1 The question of morality and the weightier 95 
matters—why so many churches are out of focus and don't get it! 96 
This goes to the issue of Trump's carnal externals versus his 97 
spiritual internals. 98 
And if I have time, I'll show that there is evidence of a window of 99 
hope for America extended to us in the fact that the Tranny thing 100 
is being rejected at the intrinsic or essential level of our being — 101 
our immutable physiological nature resists and finally overcomes 102 
every effort to alter it. Our nature is not existential2 — where 103 
existential is the idea that existence precedes essence — meaning the 104 
essence (the fundamental intrinsic qualities of a thing, is shaped by 105 
life experiences—existence = living experiences. But the truth is 106 
there is an essence of being that precedes existence — when 107 
existence is understood as life experiences. Life experiences can 108 
shape perception, but not essence. Essence is rooted in nature and 109 
defined by NATURE'S GOD. Severe problems arise when a 110 
PERSON, through life experiences, comes into conflict with their 111 
divinely determined essence. Existentialism is a capitulation to 112 
certain elements of Buddhist doctrine — western thought, 113 
grounded in Christianity, is rooted in the idea that we are what 114 
GOD MADE US. Existentialism suggests we make ourselves—in 115 
other words, we are God. 116 
If I don't get to discuss this today, I'll pick it up, Lord willing, 117 
Saturday night during my Comfort & Counsel livestream. And if 118 

                                     
1 928.0.3-Donald's Bible https-//m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpX0h9hSscM&feature=youtu.be 
2 928.0.4-Existentialism - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existentialism 
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you want to join us, go to my Brain Massage website, 119 
brainmassage.net, and send an email to me letting me know; I'll 120 
add you to the notification list. Or go to the website at about 8 pm, 121 
click on the facebook icon on the far right of the menu bar — join 122 
in if I'm already live, or watch for the live broadcast to begin. 123 
At 9 PM, we will join in solidarity with our J6 patriotic prisoners 124 
and pause to salute our flag and sing our national anthem.  125 
Okay, I'll take my break right now to leave adequate time on the 126 
other side to address the essential reasons we are losing God's 127 
kingdom blessing and becoming the tail of nations rather than the 128 
head.  129 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 130 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 131 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 132 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 133 
liberty. 134 
God knows WE THE PEOPLE did not put the politicians that 135 
ruining this nation into power. God is committed to the principle 136 
of government by the consent of the people. For example, in Hosea 137 
8:4 He complained that Israel had "set up kings, but not by me." 138 
This means Israel put people in positions of power in defiance of 139 
God's will—while the power is ordained, the persons holding power 140 
are not necessarily. Jesus is KING of the world, right now, but He 141 
operated on the principle of consent: "If thou shalt confess with thy 142 
mouth the LORD Jesus …" (Romans 10:9). You must declare your 143 
allegiance to JESUS as LORD—you must consent to His 144 
governance. This is how it is now; that will change when He 145 
returns. Then EVERY KNEE WILL BOW and EVERY TONGUE 146 
CONFESS. But right now, you are commanded to REPENT and 147 
BELIEVE on JESUS, but not compelled to do so. Jesus lays this out 148 
very clearly in Luke 19, in the parable of the "certain nobleman." 149 
His citizens "hated him, and sent a message after him, saying, We 150 
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will not have this man to reign over us" (Luke 19:14). Psalm 2 151 
explains the same thing. So God allows consent to us right now. 152 
You'd better take advantage of this right now, because if you 153 
consent, and confess CHRIST JESUS IS LORD, and believe He 154 
AROSE, you can CALL ON HIS NAME and be SAVED from the 155 
wrath to come. But if you wait until that wrath comes — it's too 156 
late. Then you will no longer have the privilege of consent: YOU 157 
WILL CONFESS HE IS LORD, but that confession will not deliver 158 
you from the wrath that will come. 159 
Got it! Get it! Good! Next, God knows WE THE PEOPLE did not 160 
consent to the Biden usurpation—and this gives us an opportunity. 161 
If God's holy nation, His chosen PEOPLE, who are called by HIS 162 
NAME, will humble themselves and pray, and seek His face, and 163 
TURN FROM THEIR WICKED WAYS, He promised to hear from 164 
heaven, forgive our sins, and HEAL OUR LAND. (II Chronicles 165 
7:14). 166 
Because God's people have foolishly turned from Him, He is doing 167 
what He always does; He is looking for those who will stand in the 168 
gap, and invite HIM INTO THE SITUATION. Some GAP standers 169 
have made the appeal to HEAVEN, and God is responding. He 170 
begins by EXPOSING the wickedness that has brought this 171 
judgment. Ezekiel 8. If the people do not repent, God will release 172 
His judgment upon that nation. Then, in preparation for the 173 
judgment, He examines every heart of His people and places His 174 
mark on those of His people that sigh and cry for the sins of the 175 
people to be protected from the coming judgment (Ezekiel 9). 176 
Then He releases the judgment. 177 
So, one opportunity you have is to seek His face, turning from your 178 
wicked ways, see the wickedness God is exposing, and sigh and cry 179 
before Him against this wickedness, and stand, speak, and resist 180 
the devils promoting it in our nation. 181 
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God, in a case like ours, offers a space to repent, that we might be 182 
REVIVED. We are in that space right now! You are in that space. 183 
And He has risen up His champion! Now, some of you are going to 184 
have trouble with this, so please listen carefully and hear what I'm 185 
saying before you close your ears and miss the window of 186 
opportunity God has opened for us. 187 
The revival Bible! Dr. Clarence Sexton relates the story of the 188 
Revival Bible: (Edited). Find it here. 3 The story goes like this. 189 
On the Isle of Lewis, off the coast of Scotland, two elderly women 190 
began praying for revival: one 84 the other 82. One blind, the other 191 
so humped over with a disease neither could attend church — but 192 
their heart was burdened for revival. Revival fires began to stir! 193 
A young teenaged boy named Donald Smith got saved and became 194 
powerfully used of God in a great revival that came to their Isle and 195 
began to spread across Scotland, and into America. Donald Smith 196 
was mightily used of God. 197 
A cousin to Donald Smith, and niece to these old sisters, whose 198 
name was Mary-Ann, migrated to America in 1936 and met and 199 
married a man named Fred. 200 
Mary-Ann's Aunts sent a Bible to her that had been used in a 201 
special way in that revival. 202 
She had a boy, they named him Fred, a second child, a girl, they 203 
named Mary-Ann, a third daughter they named Elizabeth, and a 204 
fourth child, a son, and she named him Donald after her beloved 205 
cousin, and gave to him the REVIVAL Bible her aunts had 206 
bequeathed to her. This boy was born in 1946 and he became the 207 
45th President of the US. He kept that Bible in the Oval Office — 208 
and by no you know we are talking about Donald J. Trump. 209 
 210 
                                     
3 928.0.3-Donald's Bible https-//m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpX0h9hSscM&feature=youtu.be 
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Some perhaps are thinking of all Trump's shortcomings. Aside 211 
from the false accusations, that he is racist, a white supremacist, or 212 
that he is on a mission to "destroy democracy," which we can 213 
dismiss, there are the less than palatable behaviors we know are 214 
true, his playboy reputation, and very public divorces, and a 215 
recording of some unsavory comments about women. While these 216 
things are not expunged by the many reports of chivalrous 217 
behavior from "the Donald," it is only fair to point out there are 218 
many such, including acts of extraordinary generosity, and bravery. 219 
Also, virtually all the really concerning negatives are in his past — 220 
we seen nothing of that old playboy persona, or vulgar talk about 221 
women, and Melania seems to have been a very good influence on 222 
him. But, of course, there are the mean Tweets, his impatience with 223 
crooked Hillary, and unwillingness to tolerate the fake news from 224 
the media. But many of us would consider these things positives 225 
today—most of us have come to have very little use for the old 226 
country club gentry’ class and their polished manners, for we have 227 
too often felt the sting of their betrayal, their treasonous hearts 228 
exposed, the perversity of their political lies covering their wicked 229 
love of money and power — I'll take the HONEST man over the 230 
PRETENSIOUS POMPOUS POLITICIAN any and every day! 231 
Trump was, is, a breath of fresh air by comparison.  232 
Nevertheless, many Christians don't like Trump's manners, and 233 
many, for that reason alone, dismiss him.  234 
And this brings up the question of morality and the weightier 235 
matters—why so many churches are in truth out of spiritual focus 236 
and don't get it! This goes to the issue of Trump's rough carnal 237 
externals versus his clear vision on spiritual values of weight and 238 
matter — the eternal-internals that define the inner character of 239 
the man, that sometimes belie the external presentation — that is, 240 
in their self righteous estimation. 241 
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You see, many Christians are, simply put, externally focused — 242 
they look on the "outward appearance."  243 
They are concerned about outward show of manners than they are 244 
about inward matters of substance. They are more comfortable 245 
with a man who says "read my lips, no new taxes," but when 246 
pressure builds his character collapses, and he reneges on his 247 
promise. And externally focused Christians understand that he is 248 
so "sophisticated" he can rationalize away the breaking of his 249 
PROMISE he made to the American people, and talk about how 250 
mature he is to do so — and the externally focused Christians are 251 
easily duped because in fact, even when he made the promise he 252 
had no intention of keeping it! This is the way of the gentry — it is 253 
the way of the well mannered well heeled set — their externals are 254 
highly polished but their internals are defiled with deceit, and 255 
greed, and lust for power, and dynasty. Whereas Trump, well, he 256 
simply did what he told us he would do! And never took a dime for 257 
his service, either! The only President that came out of office less 258 
well off than when he went in; and the only President I ever heard 259 
of who gave away his salary. 260 
His record speaks for itself—we all were there! We saw it! He kept 261 
his promises, and his leadership was extraordinary! He got things 262 
done against a backlash of wicked lies and resistance unlike 263 
anything I've ever seen, or ever read of. He withstood two 264 
unfounded impeachments, the whole Russia Dossier hoax, the 265 
compounding of lies against him was unbearable—and yet, this 266 
street fighter in a Brioni shirt and suit kicking it in Guccis — is just 267 
REAL. 268 
REAL — that probably sums up Trump best. Real — and by real I 269 
mean he is not fake, not a phony, but a man of the men, a white 270 
collar guy who is comfortable in blue collar company, and real like 271 
someone whose weaknesses are almost as public as his strengths — 272 
like David was a real man — not some idyllic super hero without 273 
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fault — but like Samson, or Gideon, or Solomon. Some Christians 274 
are so superficial — they are so full of judgment against a flawed 275 
leader I wonder they condescend to read Proverbs, why they have 276 
not torn all David's Psalms from the Bible, why they read Peter's 277 
epistles, or even Paul whose own weaknesses are frankly admitted 278 
in his Epistles —. 279 
Such Christians, I fear, are impressed by the cultivation of external 280 
Christian manners they easily overlook major internal 281 
inconsistencies of character — he dresses right, but will lie like a 282 
rug, gossips like, well, like the magazine by that name — some 283 
preachers are a walking magazine of GOSSIP, but they have the 284 
right hair cut! It's just true, and always has been, that there are 285 
those who are nothing but white washed graves — and full of the 286 
dead bones of those whose bones they've picked bare. 287 
I'm just saying, some are so focused on the outside of the cup, the 288 
form of godliness, they fail to consider what's in the cup, the 289 
POWER THEREOF. I believe both the inside and outside of the 290 
cup should be clean—but if I have to drink from a cup that's dirty 291 
on one of those sides — I'll take the cup that is clean on the inside, 292 
and tolerate some soiling of the outside. 293 
Some churches are, I think understandably, intense regarding the 294 
outward expressions of holiness. I have no objection to this. I could 295 
use some outward polishing! What I abhor are the superficial 296 
Christians who concentrate on the outward externals and ignore or 297 
virtually dismiss the "weightier matters of the law." Jesus had this to 298 
say: "Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay 299 
tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have omitted the 300 
weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith: these 301 
ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone" 302 
(Matthew 23:23).  303 
Only with some of these Christians today, when it comes to 304 
Trump, they'll buy in to a guy who is such a coward he will not 305 
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condemn the stolen 2020 election, but can coyly chide that he 306 
knows nothing about paying off a porn star to keep her quiet about 307 
an alleged affair—like a certain candidate we all know! Never mind 308 
that the same porn star has more than once denied any such affair 309 
occurred. Never mind that … oh, never mind about that whole bit 310 
of nonsense—I discussed it thoroughly a few shows back. Frankly, 311 
I'll take a straight shooting honest man like Trump over a weasel 312 
politician — any day, any time!  313 
Come on out to the Lighthouse for what I promise will be the most 314 
amazing set of Easter Sermons you've ever heard: Mary, the First to 315 
See Jesus; The Politics of the Resurrection, and What Is the Gospel 316 
of the Kingdom. Start with breakfast at 9:30. 317 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 318 
know if you see them.  319 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 320 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 321 
email. 322 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 323 
805.314.2114. 324 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 325 


